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Feds Launch Effort to
Protect Supply Chains
Looking to preempt attacks aimed at critical infrastructure,
the government plans to share threat reports
with the private sector. BY KEN MINGIS

THINKSTOCK

T

HE U.S. SUPPLY CHAIN

is an essential element
of the economy. But
it’s also an attractive
target for hackers, and that’s
why a federal government plan
to improve the security of the
supply chain got a thumbs-up

from the organizations most
likely to benefit from the move.
In mid-August, the U.S.
National Counterintelligence
and Security Center (NCSC)
unveiled plans to make classified reports about threats to the
supply chain available to telecommunications, energy and
financial services companies.
Representatives of companies in those sectors applauded
the move.
“We welcome the government’s efforts to share timely and
actionable information about
threats to supply chain security,”
said David Samburg, a Verizon
spokesman. “We devote considerable attention to that effort.
Hafid Elabdellaoui, Duke
Energy’s managing director of
cybersecurity, echoed that view,
saying the utility welcomes the
“opportunity for intelligence
sharing, especially when the information comes from government agencies who have exten-
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sive knowledge of threats and
potential threats within U.S.
borders and around the world.”
The equipment and systems
that make up the supply chain
are appealing targets for foreign
governments, criminal gangs —
even disgruntled employees. And
an attack could disrupt the operation of critical systems or lead to

[Supply-chain security] is one
area that the federal government
pays attention to while private
industry generally does not.
AVIVAH LITAN, ANALYST, GARTNER

the theft of vital data. Nonetheless, threats to the supply chain
are not often well understood by
security professionals.
Gartner analyst Avivah Litan
called the government’s plan “a
really important initiative.”
“This is one area that the federal government pays attention
to while private industry gener-

ally does not,” she said. “Many
of the threats to the U.S. supply
chain are perpetrated by nationstates like China and Russia
who use weaknesses and vulnerabilities ... to infiltrate U.S. infrastructure and systems.”
She said private companies
generally focus on preventing
and detecting known attacks
that started long ago, not on
preempting them.
“It’s a very good thing for U.S.
intelligence agencies to bring
information that can preempt
attacks,” Litan said. “This is
probably one of the most useful
activities [for protecting] U.S.
infrastructure.”
The Office of the Director of
National Intelligence (ODNI)
described the threats to privatesector supply chains and released a video on supply chain
risk management.
The video urges companies
to include representatives from
their acquisition divisions in cy-

bersecurity planning sessions.
It also urges them to learn all
they can about their suppliers
— including which vendors the
suppliers do business with and
whether they’re connected with
adversaries of the U.S.

Preventing Sabotage

The NCSC is concerned that
supply chains could be tampered with in ways that allow
defective, counterfeit or otherwise tainted products and services to be produced.
“Our adversaries are trying
to figure out what U.S. industry
— whether telecom or defense
— will be doing three years from
now,” said NCSC director Bill
Evanina. “That is why NCSC
and the ODNI are trying to find
creative ways to help U.S. industry protect its supply chain and
thereby help protect America.”
Beginning this fall, the NCSC
is expected to provide “threat
briefings to government part-
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ners and eventually to industry.”
The reports will be delivered
through secure channels and will
include the context behind any
hacking attacks, such as whether
another country is responsible.
“You’d be shocked to find out
how many people really don’t
know where their stuff comes
from,” Evanina said in an interview with Bloomberg. “The
supply chain threat is one that’s
the least talked about but is the

The supply
chain threat
is one that’s
the least
talked about.
BILL EVANINA ,
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
AND SECURITY CENTER

easiest to manipulate.”
Only a handful of security
companies focus on preempting
attacks by finding perpetrators
and uncovering how they act
well before they strike, said Litan, adding that the NCSC/ODNI
effort “is the first initiative I have
heard of that specifically targets
U.S. supply chains across the
board with the same intent.”

BETWEEN THE LINES | JOHN KLOSSNER

Seeking Perpetrators

U.S. intelligence officials are
likely using data-mining tools
to discover threats against
supply chains in the darknet.
In contrast, most threat intelligence companies don’t look
for perpetrators and instead
look for keywords, IP addresses,
malware or URLs that provide
signatures, or they contribute to
blacklists that can help private
companies prevent attacks already started in another industry or elsewhere in the world.
Moreover, government spies

are likely to use electronic surveillance to focus on suspicious
groups and then monitor what
individuals in the groups are
discussing, Litan said.
“U.S. intelligence is more focused on the people and finding
out the bad guys and govern-

ment actors and accomplices
and then seeing what they talk
about,” she said. “They might be
talking about infiltrating routers or polluting a manufacturing process.” u
With reports from MATT HAMBLEN.
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is managing partner at Louisville,
Ky.-based Leverage Partners Inc., which helps
organizations invest well in IT. Contact him at
BartPerkins@LeveragePartners.com.

BART PERKINS

Four keys to getting funding
for new IT projects
MANY IT LEADERS COMPLAIN

that they can’t satisfy their users because their budgets don’t
provide enough money for new
services. Meanwhile, many unsatisfied users complain that IT
shouldn’t be given more money
until new services are delivered. It’s a vicious circle.
But there is always money
somewhere, especially in a large
and established enterprise. In a
recent Fortune magazine survey
of CEOs of private companies,
92% of the respondents said
they have all the cash they need

to fund investments. In many
cases, even literal bankruptcy
isn’t an automatic impediment,
since judges will approve expenditures that they believe are
important for companies under
their protection.
Although the best time to
obtain more funding is during
the annual budgeting process,
money for opportune investments is almost always available
throughout the year. The key is
to prove that the need is compelling. To do that, you need a
compelling business case, an

executive sponsor, credible IT
leadership and organizational
optimism.
Let’s look at each of those
elements.
n

A compelling business case.

The best business cases address
a highly visible problem or opportunity. A data breach, a significant complaint from a major
customer or another highly visible event can transform a problem from something that only
IT understands to something
that is widely recognized by the
executive ranks. And even with-

out a highly visible challenge,
the potential for, say, significant
cost reductions or new revenue
sources can be presented as solid reasons for the organization
to spend unallocated funds.
When you make your argument, your assumptions in
the business case need to be
conservative and your projections about benefits must be
specific. One-time costs and
benefits need to be separated
from annual costs and benefits.
This allows reviewers to compare your proposal’s ROI to the
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ROIs of competing requests. It’s
also a good idea to calculate for
contingencies, because CFOs,
internal auditors and others in
charge of approving funding are
always wary that the costs will
be higher, or the benefits lower,
than projected.
The business case must be
clearly written and easy to understand. Documents containing bad grammar or lacking
clarity are usually judged to
have been hastily written and
therefore appear to be unimportant to the writer.
An involved and committed
executive sponsor. The execun

tive sponsor of a proposed new
system expects it to improve the
way his department or business
unit operates, and it is up to
him to define the business problem, the business boundaries of
the solution and the expected
benefits. The best sponsors are
politically savvy enough to be

able to get other executives to
support their program. They
build coalitions around organizational priorities, and then
they demonstrate how the proposed program supports those
priorities.
Effective executive sponsors
demonstrate commitment by
publicly discussing the reasons
why the proposal is important.
The most dedicated sponsors
announce that they are so committed to their programs that
they are willing to include realizing the projected benefits
among the criteria for earning
their annual bonuses.
Some proposals will affect
all parts of the business. In such
cases, the CFO, COO or CEO
is likely to be the best sponsor.
However, when the opportunity is relevant only to a single
business unit, the head of that
business unit is a better option.
Business unit heads in large or-

ganizations usually have a great
deal of discretion over their
budgets as long as revenue and
profit goals are met. Business
unit heads who believe that a
project is critical to the business
unit’s goals are usually able to
find the necessary funds.
In many ways, getting business unit funding is the best
outcome. A business unit head
who reallocates business unit
funds to a project is making
a very visible public commitment. Frequently, this convinces skeptics of the project’s
importance.
n

Credible IT leadership.

Success in getting new projects

funded will depend greatly on
the CIO and the IT organization
having a history of successfully
completing projects that are
visible and valuable to the business. Those that lack a history
of successful projects (or worse,
have a track record of failures)
are less likely to get the resources they seek.
An IT leadership team with a
poor reputation needs to take a
hard look at itself and then develop a plan to improve. Without a history of delivering value
to the enterprise, the IT organization has no hope of getting
additional funds.
n

Organizational optimism.

A business unit head who
reallocates business unit funds to
a project is making a very visible
public commitment to that project.
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Requests for resources outside
the normal budgeting process
are best made when management has a positive outlook.
Good quarterly earnings, a
major new client, a successful
product launch — these are the
sorts of things that are likely to
inspire the optimism that spurs
executives to fund new projects.
Conversely, it makes no
sense to request additional
money if things aren’t going
well — when, say, management
is distracted by a product recall,
a government investigation, a
new CEO, a hostile takeover
or some other major setback.
Someone who proposes a
new project during a time of
corporate malaise will earn a
reputation of being naive or
lacking business acumen. And
if a request was made before an
unwelcome event occurred, it’s
best to postpone it.
On the other hand, mergers,

acquisitions, divestitures and
restructurings can be opportunities for securing additional
funding. If a particular project
can be shown to support pending changes in corporate strategy or is viewed as critical to the
success of the new corporate
entity, the project is likely to be
taken seriously.

Change Your Outlook

IT leaders need to change their
perspective from one that
bemoans scarcity to one that
anticipates abundance. Instead
of worrying that they won’t
have enough money for critical
activities, they should focus on
the possibilities.
Such optimism wouldn’t be
unwarranted these days. Given
the comparatively low returns
in current markets, many corporations have chosen to hold
excess profits rather than invest
them externally. This has result-

ed in what former Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke
calls the “global savings glut.”
You could tap into that glut. If
you can produce a comprehensive business case that shows
returns greater than the internal cost of capital, many executive management teams will
be willing to fund your project,
even if it’s not in the budget.
Work with executive sponsors to demonstrate how new
project opportunities support
corporate objectives and contribute to the bottom line. They
will look under every rock for
available funds. u

IT leaders need to change their
perspective from one that bemoans
scarcity to one that anticipates
abundance.
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Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
SCIENTISTS CAN NOW
ANALYZE petabytes

AWARD WINNER

of space mission

data CREATED DECADES

APART. BY STACY COLLETT

T

HE GREAT MINDS at NASA’s

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
have always known that by
analyzing what they’ve already accomplished — in data, documents,
videos and images — they could save
months of time and millions of dollars, and even enable breakthrough
discoveries. However, every mission
has its own unique data sets and

J E T P R O P U L S I O N L A B O R ATO R Y

| To quickly
search and analyze
petabytes of mission
data in multiple
formats to enable
breakthrough discoveries
and save months of time
and millions of dollars.
OBJECTIVE

AT-A-

GLANCE

| Endless
possibilities.

PAYBACK

| Start today
with small teams
and employ a rapid
prototyping approach
using the cloud as a safe
experimental haven.
ADVICE

JPL employees Gordy Cucullu, Jim Rinaldi, Mag Powell-Meeks, Dan Isla, Phu Kieu, Jeff Liu,
Daniel Zayas, Tom Soderstrom and Eric Nilson.
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tools are constantly evolving, creating challenges for engineers and
scientists who want to quickly search
and analyze petabytes of disparate
data that in some cases had been
created decades apart.
Technology has finally caught
up to JPL’s dream. Its interactive
search and analytics project uses
open development technologies,
methodologies and tools on cloud
platforms to unlock the data.
“It has never been accessible
before — the ability to search data
across all these different types of
domains and find something quick-

The amount of
data created
by a typical
mission is
staggering.
Data sets are
only going to
get bigger.
DANIEL ZAYAS, THERMAL
OPERATIONS LEAD FOR JPL’S
MARS ROVER CURIOSITY MISSION

THINKSTOCK

ly,” says Tom Soderstrom, IT chief
technology and innovation officer.
Now scientists can search and
analyze not only data from previous
missions, but also data from active
missions. For instance, data from
the Mars Rover Curiosity, which
landed on Mars in August 2012 and
is still in use, can be copied and
sent to a secure cloud-based system where analytics can be applied
to it without risking the mission.
Scientists can also analyze data that
comes directly from space — some
20 billion data points.
The project isn’t finished, but
JPL staff already knows it has limitless potential. The new system has
already saved dozens of man-hours
by automating previously manual
processes. “That’s important because the amount of data created
by a typical mission is staggering,”
says Daniel Zayas, thermal operations lead for Curiosity. “Data sets
are only going to get bigger.” u
COLLETT IS A COMPUTERWORLD

CONTRIBUTING WRITER.

State of
Arkansas

DATA ANALYTICS HELPS
OFFICIALS REWARD
AWARD WINNER HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS
THAT OFFER THE BEST QUALITY AND
PRICES. BY STACY COLLETT

A

FEW YEARS AGO, Ar-

kansas state officials
had to find a way to
improve the quality

of medical care
while cutting
costs. They faced
an 8% annual
increase in
Medicaid costs
coupled with a
potential budget
shortfall of
$140 million for
the Division of
Medical Services.
Hoping to
fulfill both goals, the state
launched the Arkansas Health
Care Payment Improvement
Initiative, which set up a valuebased reward system. Providers
that demonstrated value while
delivering high-quality care
would share 50% of the savings.
General Dynamics Health
Solutions developed a data
analytics application to measure each provider’s success
and then compare them to one
another. “They constructed
the risk-adjusted cost curve for
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each provider — with each provider having their own profile
— an enormous process,” says
Dr. William Golden, medical
director for Arkansas Medicaid.
| Reduce the
healthcare inflation
rate by rewarding
providers that deliver
high-quality care at
reasonable costs.
OBJECTIVE

GLANCE

| $720 million
saved from decreases in
Medicaid cost growth since
the program’s inception.

PAYBACK

| Understand
all of the nuances
associated with the
data, including the
policies of the agencies
and programs that
provide it. For Arkansas
officials, it was imperative
to obtain clinical and
statistical reviews, and
insight into Arkansas
Medicaid policies for all
metrics produced.
ADVICE

U TA H T R A N S I T AU T H O R I T Y

AT-A-

The application taps multiple
sources to collect client data,
information about eligibility
and enrollment status, provider
demographics and tax files. It
identifies incidents of care from
claims data and then calculates
quality scores based on claims
and clinical data.
Providers receive detailed
report cards showing how
patients are spending healthcare dollars at their facilities.
“We help the providers to
distinguish where they may
have high areas in cost of care
that are different from their
peers and that they need to
work on,” says Nena Sanchez,
director of General Dynamics
Health Solutions.
Launched in 2012, the
program has helped save $720
million in Medicaid costs. Data
quality is critical, says Golden,
adding, “If we rewarded based
on bad data, then the program
would collapse.” u

Utah Transit Authority IT employees Edison Pascascio Sr., Eric Callison, Sarah
Lin and Beth Wavrek.

Utah Transit Authority
Analytics
reporting tools

AWARD WINNER PUT STATE TRANSIT
DATA INTO THE HANDS OF
END USERS. BY BOB VIOLINO

T

HE UTAH TRANSIT
AUTHORITY has one of the

largest service areas of any
public transportation agency in the
country, operating in six counties
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The UTA has one of the largest service areas of any public transportation agency in the
country. Here, a train sits at its southern terminus at Central Station in Salt Lake City.

Business people
have begun
to rely on the
various portals
and dashboards
we have already
completed.
DAVID SNYDER, DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER, UTAH TRANSIT
AUTHORITY

GARRETT

that span 1,400 square miles and
are home to 80% of Utah residents.
To keep trains on schedule, assess gaps in coverage, pinpoint
causes of delays and identify ways
to improve services, UTA employees
once had to access a huge amount of
data from multiple sources and then
analyze it manually in Excel — or wait
for IT to create custom reports.

To automate the process, the
UTA implemented an analytics platform that brings all of that information together. Using several tools
from Information Builders, including
the iWay DataMigrator, the WebFocus business intelligence portal
and the InfoAssist intelligence and
integration technologies, it was able
to provide users with guided selfservice analytics tools to query and
visualize data through dashboards.
“The project was to bring in a
set of analytic reporting tools to
change the business culture to an
integrated data view or one source
of the truth,” says David Snyder, the
UTA’s development manager. “Business people have begun to rely on
the various portals and dashboards
we have already completed.”
Eric Callison, manager of service implementation and analysis,
says having data available in a
dashboard allows employees in all
departments to access information
quickly and answer their own questions, which “greatly reduces the

| Create a
framework where the
agency would be able
to use a business
analytics tool set
to develop reporting
portals and dashboards
for each business unit.
OBJECTIVE

AT-A-

GLANCE

| No harddollar ROI figures are
available, but in terms
of use and demand, the
project represents a
solid launching pad for
further business analytics
initiatives.

PAYBACK

| Be thorough.
In doing the modeling
and “business data
definitions” the agency
uncovered some business
and process gaps that
impacted how data was
defined and used.
ADVICE

amount of time analysts have to
spend on data preparation and elementary number-crunching.” u
VIOLINO IS A FREELANCE WRITER.
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| Capture
an oncology drug
patient’s entire
journey by managing
prescription data at a
lower level.
OBJECTIVE

GLANCE

| Takeda knows
the status of every
patient taking its oral
oncology drug, every day,
using de-identified data.

PAYBACK

| Launch mode
could last six to 12
months. You’re figuring
things out every day and
you will need to react to
what’s happening.
ADVICE

Members of the Takeda data analytics project team include Dexter Strong of LiquidHub
(second from left) and Takeda’s Julia Morse, Sarah Schade and Rebecca Greenberg.

Takeda
Pharmaceuticals
PATIENTS STRUGGLING
TO GET ONCOLOGY
AWARD WINNER DRUGS GET AN ASSIST
FROM DATA ANALYTICS.
BY STACY COLLETT

TA K E DA P H A R M AC E U T I C A L S

A

S IT PREPARED to

launch its first oral
oncology drug, Takeda
Pharmaceuticals
wanted to find a way to identi-

fy outliers — patients who had
difficulty getting the medication they need for one reason
or another. The company
hoped to use the vast amounts
of patient prescription and
status data that pharmacies
have at their disposal, reasoning that it could help identify
people who were actively using
its medication, as well as those
who were stalled by benefits

investigations or whose insurers were putting up barriers.
“The person who’s spending
20 days on benefits investigation status is a person who’s
struggling to get on therapy,”
says Rebecca Greenberg, director of field services and commercial systems at Takeda.
To set up a system to get the
answers, the drugmaker chose
LiquidHub as its data aggregator
partner and opted to use a data
management platform from Liquid Analytics and Tableau Software’s analytics tool. The data
aggregator could provide access
to information about every step
in the prescription process,
from the day patients receive a
prescription and request a referral to the day they no longer take
the medication.
The project had its challenges.
“Aligning something as simple as
a status code across pharmacies
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can be challenging,” says Tom
Hannigan, a partner in LiquidHub’s life sciences division. “So
we did a lot of work with them
directly to understand the process and educate them on how
important that data is.”
The platform launched in
November 2015 and is still
evolving, but it’s helping Takeda
identify and assist outliers, says
Greenberg. Success, she adds,
lies in “finding the small data in
a big data stream.” u

The person
who’s spending
20 days on
benefits
investigation
status is a
person who’s
struggling to
get on therapy.
REBECC A GREENBERG,
DIRECTOR OF FIELD SERVICES
AND COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS,
TAKEDA PHARMACEUTICALS

Rhodes Group/TriCore
A CLINICAL LAB

AWARD WINNER

analyzes patients’
records TO IDENTIFY

THOSE AT RISK AND RECOMMEND
CARE. BY STACY COLLETT

T

RICORE REFERENCE LABORATORIES performs more

than 9.5 million tests per
year and handles 70% of New Mexico’s clinical laboratory services.
But TriCore wanted to do
more than just issue test results;
it wanted to help close the care
gap between when treatment is
recommended and when it is received, says Patrick Prescott, vice
president of financial solutions at
Rhodes Group, a clinical IT solutions provider that merged with
TriCore in 2015.
The team developed a system
that analyzes patients’ full records
and uses predictive analytics to

| Change
the transactional
role of lab results by
providing actionable
information to health
plans, care coordinators
and clinicians.
OBJECTIVE

AT-A-

GLANCE

| Close the care
gap, lower healthcare
costs by reducing redundant tests and identify
high-risk patients before
their conditions escalate.

PAYBACK

| Set realistic
expectations of what
type of impact you
expect to have, given the
data available, and then
model the data consistent
with those expectations.
ADVICE

provide new insights into people’s
health. One of its pilots identified
high-risk patients needing prenatal

care. TriCore plans to do similar pilots of its Diagnostic Optimization
system for patients with Hepatitis
C and diabetes. The system monitors nearly 2 million people in New
Mexico, for example, and it identified 100,000 diabetic patients in
care-gap status. That information
can be sent to health plan coordinators who can arrange care.
But that process creates another big challenge.
With so many people affected,
the team is working to find the
most efficient ways to contact
physicians and patients. “The
last thing a physician needs is 10
emails” recommending follow-up
care for patients, says Dr. Michael
Crossey, chief medical officer at
TriCore. “We’re not notifying patients directly yet, but that’s on my
horizon — if we can get through
the compliance issues.” u
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M
Members of the Tendril-Duke Energy MyHER team: Bill Mann, director of customer
behavioral programs, Duke Energy; Kristen Karls, client engagement manager, Tendril;
Kelly Kuehn, senior products and services manager, Duke Energy; Adrian Tuck, CEO, Tendril.

Duke Energy
PERSONALIZED ENERGY
USAGE REPORTS HELP
AWARD WINNER CUSTOMERS CUT
ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND SAVE
MONEY. BY BOB VIOLINO

DUKE ENERGY

OST PEOPLE want

to be smarter about
their energy use —
to save money, and
to help save the planet — and
utility companies are stepping up to help. For Duke
Energy, which provides electric and gas services to more
than 7 million customers in
the Southeast and Midwest,
that meant getting reliable
and easy-to-understand energy
data into its customers’ hands.
In 2010, Duke launched a
program called My Home Energy Report (MyHER), through
which it sends customers an
analysis of their energy use with
comparisons to similar households. The goal is to motivate
people to reduce their energy
use, and Duke tries to help them
do that by providing timely tips
and special offers, including
rebates on purchases of energyefficient appliances, free and
discounted lightbulbs, and free

home energy audits.
Homeowners receive
MyHER reports eight times a
year, says Kelly Kuehn, senior
products and services manager
at Duke Energy. When the
program started, reports were
only sent out in the mail, but
now they’re also available online, she says.
| Increase
satisfaction by
enabling customers to
take control of their
energy usage.
OBJECTIVE

AT-A-

GLANCE

| The
program’s estimated
energy use reductions
equate to more than
$100 million in savings
for Duke customers.

PAYBACK

| Customization
is key to customer
engagement. Listen to
your customers’ advice
and feedback.
ADVICE
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Duke Energy started MyHER
in partnership with Tendril, a
data analytics software company. The program is the first of
its kind in the world to hit the
1 terawatt-hour energy savings
milestone, which is enough energy to light more than 1 million
homes for a year, Kuehn says.
“The cleanest power plant is
the one that doesn’t need to be
built,” Kuehn says. “With the
MyHER report, our customers
receive targeted insights that
help them take action to reduce
their energy consumption. The
results have been remarkable.” u

The cleanest
power plant
is the one
that doesn’t
need to
be built.
KELLY KUEHN, SENIOR
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
MANAGER, DUKE ENERGY

Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet
THE STATE’S Intelligent

AWARD WINNER

Transportation
System KEEPS ROADS

SAFE IN EXTREME WEATHER.
BY STACY COLLETT

K

ENTUCKY TRANSPORTATION officials found them-

selves in a tough spot after
back-to-back extreme winters. Average winter costs almost doubled
when unforeseen storms hit. They
needed better insight into fleet management and the ability to deploy
resources more quickly.
Toward that end, the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet developed
a system that uses real-time and
crowdsourced data about road
conditions to give crews the insight
they need to respond to situations
more quickly. To build what it calls
its Intelligent Transportation System

| Improve
the efficiency and
responsiveness of
Kentucky’s transportation operations, and
better predict costs.
OBJECTIVE

AT-A-

GLANCE

| The ability
to process millions of
pieces of information
from multiple sources
in real time and respond
to weather and road
conditions more quickly.

PAYBACK

| Keep a laserlike focus on the goals
of the project, and don’t
get lost in all the data.
ADVICE

(ITS), the agency first partnered
with the makers of the crowdsourced traffic app Waze, which lets
drivers report what they’re seeing

on the roads in real time. Next, it
enlisted mapping software vendor
Esri to incorporate the real-time
data into existing GIS applications.
The beta system added data from
official state weather stations and
traffic sensors, as well as information about the location and status
of snowplows.
Today, the system aggregates
15 million live records daily from
multiple real-time data feeds. “The
ability to process the information in
real time rather than a month later
to find out what we did right or
wrong is a huge win,” says ITS technical lead Chris Lambert.
Vineet Kumar, Kentucky Transportation Cabinet’s big data architect, says learning new technologies, like open-source systems, and
winning acceptance for them was
challenging at first, but “it’s easier
when you have a problem to solve.”
The agency also shares data with
partner agencies and sends residents email and text alerts before,
during, and after weather events. u
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AT-A| Deliver
GLANCE
a scaled help and
support experience in
a shorter amount of time.
OBJECTIVE

Pinterest’s “pinner” support team: Nelson Gines, Maggie Laush,
Shira Netter, Maggie Armato and Jordan Skye Paul.

Pinterest

AN APP THAT
PREDICTS CUSTOMER
AWARD WINNER SATISFACTION REPLACES
MANUAL TRIAGE OF SUPPORT
REQUESTS. BY BOB VIOLINO

PINTEREST

A

T PINTEREST, a small

support team with just
five staffers is responsible for helping millions
of people use the popular
photo-sharing social media
site. They offer assistance to
users — or “pinners” — who

need to regain access to their
accounts or report bugs,
among other things.
To avoid being overwhelmed,
they needed a way to identify
support emails that require
immediate action, and they
found a tool that does just that:
Zendesk’s customer satisfaction prediction application, says
Maggie Armato, reactive team
lead for Pinner Operations.
“Before, we’d manually sort
through tickets and mark them
as ‘high-priority.’ Now Zendesk
does it for us — and much more
accurately,” she says.
What makes the system
work is data culled from Pinterest’s customer support activity.
Predictions about how quickly
the team needs to respond to
support requests are calculated
based on past support history
and incorporate a range of metrics, such as how long a ticket
has been open, the text used
within a ticket and how many

| Faster
response to customer
issues due to better
prioritization of tickets.

PAYBACK

| When rolling
out a customer
support tool, clearly
communicate what it is
and how it can be used
so staffers aren’t confused
or alarmed. Emphasize
how the tool will save
time and put users first.
ADVICE

times a ticket with a customer
has been reopened. “These were
all new data streams an agent
wouldn’t factor in when manually triaging,” Armato says.
Now the team is able to take
action much more quickly. “A
faster response time doesn’t
make all of the on-the-fence
Pinners happy with our service,” Armato says, “but it has
made the majority happier.” u
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| Reduce
downtime of gym
equipment by
anticipating problems
before they happen.
OBJECTIVE

AT-A-

GLANCE

| Equipment
downtime has gone
from two or three days,
to less than 30 minutes.

PAYBACK

| Understand
your biggest pain point
and how important it
is in terms of customer
satisfaction. That can
help highlight the value of
the solution.
ADVICE

Life Fitness IT staffers Cheng Qin, Allyson Olsen, Adolfo Reyes, Amad Amin, Kenyatta Jones,
Adrian Rivera, Manjusha Gadiraju and Kertray Nichols.

Life T
Fitness

Remote diagnostics KEEP

FITNESS EQUIPMENT IN SHAPE.
BY STACY COLLETT

LIFE FITNESS

ODAY’S FITNESS EQUIPMENT can track your heart

rate, count calories and sync
with smartphones and fitness trackers. Now Life Fitness is taking things
a step further by harnessing data
and wireless technology to help gym
owners keep their cardio machines
up and running.

The company now offers a remote monitoring service called
LFconnect Protect that analyzes
equipment diagnostics in real time
and notifies gym owners of any
maintenance issues it discovers.
“We track data [wirelessly], collect it online and analyze certain
sets of data points,” says Amad
Amin, senior digital product man-

ager at Life Fitness.
The company tracks its equipment by location and serial number.
Sensors can detect an anomaly in
a machine’s data before it breaks
down. Members of a monitoring
team first try to correct problems
remotely on their own or over the
phone. If those measures aren’t
successful, a technician is sent to
fix the problem before the machine
breaks down.
The Illinois Valley YMCA in Peru,
Ill., pilot-tested seven Life Fitness
machines equipped with the technology for more than a year. Early
on, one of the new machines alerted Life Fitness that something was
wrong, even though it seemed to be
working fine, and a technician was
sent to fix the problem.
The service “definitely maximizes
our investment,” says Illinois Valley
YMCA COO Mike Wallaert, noting that
tuneups that take less than 30 minutes can prevent breakdowns that in
the past would have kept machines
out of service for a few days. u
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GE Healthcare staffers Sunder Bharadwajan, Lauren Deval, Konstantin Afanasyev,
Christopher Cormier, Todd Powell, Jayabharatha Busireddy, Eric Rose and Juan Jimenez.

GE Healthcare
A MIGRATION TO A
NEW TRANSACTION
AWARD WINNER PROCESSING ENGINE
IMPROVES PERFORMANCE.
BY BOB VIOLINO

L A U R E N D E VA L

T

WO YEARS AGO, GE

Healthcare faced a challenge: It had to transition
its Centricity EDI Services
Clearinghouse off of its existing

platform to something new —
and it had to do it without interrupting the flow of business.
A unit of General Electric,
GE Healthcare provides medical systems and services, and its
clearinghouse serves more than
2,100 healthcare organizations
in the U.S., processing some
588 million claims that annually represent $185 billion in
transactions.
For years, Centricity EDI
Services used an integration
engine from Oracle — until
the vendor announced that it
planned to retire the product.
A cross-functional team that
included staffers from product
management, engineering,
architecture, and systems and
services chose Talend ESB as
the replacement. Then the GE
Healthcare IT team set three
main goals. The first was not to
cause any disruption to existing
customers during the transition. The second was to comply

with external industry standards and consistently meet or
exceed internal standards for
turnaround times, and the third
was to foster growth in transaction volume.
| Migrate
to a next-generation
integration engine
with zero disruption to
customers.
OBJECTIVE

AT-A-

GLANCE

| At peak
volume, Talend can
process twice as many
transactions as the
company’s previous
integration engine could
handle with similar
hardware.

PAYBACK

| Identify and
co-develop critical use
cases during evaluation;
speak with customers
to seek feedback on
solutions implemented;
engage with the vendor to
train the developers in the
new technologies.
ADVICE
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All of those goals have been
realized, says software manager
Sunder Bharadwajan.
Today, GE Healthcare’s insurance claims and reimbursement
systems are functioning flawlessly, Bharadwajan says. “We
have seen that Talend can handle twice the peak transaction
volume that our previous solution was able to manage with
similar hardware,” he says.
Migrating transaction processing capabilities to the Talend
platform has resulted in faster
transaction turnaround times,
says Scott Rothman, director of
operations at GE Healthcare.
For example, the time between
when the clearinghouse receives
insurance claims and when those
claims are processed will be reduced. “When you consider the
number of transactions our clearinghouse processes each day,”
Rothman says, “any time saved
per transaction—no matter how
little—makes a big difference.” u

A .W. CHE STERTON

A.W. Chesterton
DATA-DRIVEN

AWARD WINNER

business
intelligence

HELPS IDENTIFY HIDDEN SALES
OPPORTUNITIES.
BY STACY COLLETT

I

NDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS MAKER

A.W. Chesterton wanted to
ratchet up sales, but its manual processes and siloed data just
weren’t doing the job anymore. The
company didn’t have a way to pull
reports and analytics from 20-plus
years of data on 1.5 million products
that were locked away in disparate
data sources in 100 countries.
“Our sales guys really didn’t
want to deal with complex systems,
but they desperately needed information about where to find customers, where they were in their orders
[and] their margins, and what they
had left to sell in the month,” says
Tom Meier, vice president of IT.

| Develop a
comprehensive view
of the company’s sales
health and activity
worldwide.
OBJECTIVE

AT-A-

GLANCE

| Increased
throughput, making
the entire sales process
faster and more efficient. Manual processes
that took eight hours now
take 90 minutes.

PAYBACK

Tom Meier says the Targit software helps
salespeople reach more prospects.

| Partner with a
vendor whose product
allows you to become
data-driven without
having to scrap everything
you’ve done to that point.
ADVICE

The company decided to use
Targit Decision Suite business intelligence and analytics software
to help the sales team develop a
more strategic, holistic approach to

decision-making. The new platform
allows sales managers to identify
opportunities and direct sales reps
to underserved regions and industries. It also shows users their sales
and margin numbers by month or
quarter from any mobile device.
“The guys in the field can actually use it and really benefit from
it,” says Meier. “The name of the
game is increasing the number of
quotes to receptive customers per
quarter from 30 to as many as 100”
per sales rep. u
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| Find a
AT-Atool that enables
GLANCE
better and faster
price reporting and
research. Also, automate manual processes
and improve profitability
through brand management and positioning.
OBJECTIVE

| The system
lowered operating expenses, freed up 98%
of IT capacity, increased
margins by reducing improper discounting, improved pricing cycles by
70% and enhanced forecast accuracy.

PAYBACK

| Know and involve your stakeholders
and crucial allies —
including IT and representatives from all areas
of the business that will
be touched. And measure
value every day.
ADVICE

The BRF implementation team: Claudenir Chinski, Elton Beletatti,
Daniel Fernando and Fabio Freitas.

BRF

A FASTER, MORE
ACCURATE PRICING
AWARD WINNER TOOL HELPS A GLOBAL
FOOD COMPANY LOWER EXPENSES
AND INCREASE MARGINS.
BY BOB VIOLINO

BRF

O

RGANIZATIONAL

growth can sometimes
lead to IT slowdowns.
That’s what happened
when two leading Brazilian
food companies merged in
2012. The newly formed
company, BRF (formerly Brasil
Foods), was the seventh-larg-

est food company in the world
and Brazil’s market leader,
and partly because of its size it
now faced a costly problem.

BRF serves global superstore
chains such as Wal-Mart and
Carrefour, as well as supermarkets, wholesalers, food-service
operations and family-owned
bodegas, and its SAP system
was being hit with 20,000 to
25,000 pricing requests daily.
However, it took 17 days to
make price changes, which isn’t
ideal for a business that sells
perishable commodities.
Pricing manager Fabio
Freitas had to find new ways to
improve response times. Following a rigorous review, he decided to try PROS revenue and
profit optimization software.
Freitas says the new system’s
data-science-driven analytics and guidance has enabled
BRF to improve its revenue and
profitability by lowering operating expenses and increasing
margins. Other benefits include
increased agility and enhanced
forecast accuracy. The company
has also established a single
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source for planning and reporting, and it can now compare
retail and consumer price plans
to weekly, monthly and annual
actual prices.
“It has substantially changed
the way we manage our daily
routines in pricing,” says Rodrygo
Sanches, a pricing specialist at
BRF. “From the technical side,
it enabled us to flip the table,
because now we use 90% of our
time to analyze data and [make]
decisions. All the manual spreadsheet creation was eliminated.” u

[BRF’s] SAP
system was being
hit with 20,000
to 25,000 pricing
requests daily.
However, it took
17 days to make
price changes.

MFC Netform
CLOUD-BASED ERP
HELPS TURN AN
AWARD WINNER UPSTART INTO an
industry leader IN 10 YEARS.
BY BOB VIOLINO

I

N 2005, the 15-person team at

MFC Netform needed to persuade potential customers to
take a gamble on the upstart supplier of automotive equipment.
Today, MFC is a leading supplier
of powertrain parts for the automotive and agricultural industries.
“We had to overcome marketing
challenges and competition from
larger, more established providers,” says Jeff Schroeder, manager
of information systems at MFC Netform. “To answer this challenge, we
developed an ambitious plan to aggressively grow and secure business
from large automotive and agricultural [equipment manufacturers].”
From the company’s inception,

| Grow
operations and secure
business from large
automotive and
agricultural OEMs.
OBJECTIVE

its leaders wanted to center operations around ERP as a competitive
differentiator. “There was a keen
focus on providing a strong tool set
for operations, quality and engineering,” Schroeder says. “Working hand
in hand with these departments, we
eventually chose the Plex Manufacturing Cloud as our single system.”
MFC established credibility by
demonstrating that it could manage
high production levels and surpass
customer requirements without having to expand its infrastructure or
hire more people. Live data reporting on the plant floor has enabled
the company to process more than
64,000 characters of inspection
data a day and avoid production
mistakes and machine downtime.
“With Plex, we never have to
prepare for customer visits or audits,” says Tim Cripsey, general
manager. “Our documentation is always up to date and in order.” u

AT-A-

GLANCE

| With cloudbased ERP software
from Plex Systems, MFC
needed just 10 years to
grow into an organization
producing more than
3 million parts a year for
more than a dozen OEMs.

PAYBACK

| When selecting
a system or service to
gain better insights
into your business, it’s
important to consider
functionality. Start
with a pain point in one
area, and set small,
simple goals. Understand
your current processes,
the pros and cons, and
clearly identify what is
being done to transform
them into better business
outcomes.
ADVICE
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| Replace
a manual process
of delivering data
to business users
with a new system that
supports fast, secure,
on-demand access to
enterprise data.
OBJECTIVE

AT-A-

GLANCE

| Reduced the
time required to deliver
data to business users
from six months to a
few hours; eliminated
30% to 50% of the cost
of delivering data to
business users; reduced
the number of redundant
ETL projects and data
silos.

PAYBACK

TD Bank staffers Glenda Crisp, Don Reid,
Shania Fu, Wilfredo Oliveros, David
Gillies, Amir Modir and Jyotirmoy Paul.

TD Bank

A DATA MANAGEMENT
TOOL GIVES THE BANK’S
AWARD WINNER BUSINESS USERS
ON-DEMAND ACCESS TO DATA.
BY BOB VIOLINO

I

N 2013, TD Bank set an

ambitious goal: to transform
how it uses IT to strategically
drive the business.

TD BANK

| Take a longterm view by investing
in platforms and driving
initiatives that enable
transformational impact
rather than incremental
improvement.
ADVICE

“The goal is to provide selfserve access to the right kind
of data to the right users based
on their approved privilege

and intended usage, such as
performing data analytics,
reporting and data processing,”
says Mok Choe, senior vice
president and chief architect.
“We had to navigate the
complex process of automating
the data-ingest process from
dozens of data sources in the
format of mainframe, XML
and flat files that were being
pulled into our big data platform,” says Choe.
The bank deployed a data
management tool from Podium
Data, which it installed on its
Hadoop cluster. While the full
implementation won’t be complete until later this fall, there
has already been an impact on
the business, including a 39%
improvement in identifying
certain customers for marketing campaigns, and new revenue opportunities enabled by
customer segmentation made
possible by big data efforts.
Choe says the bank’s enter-

prise data provisioning platform, along with the enterprise
data it holds, “is the cornerstone to provide the bank’s
360-degree customer view,”
which makes it possible to more
effectively identify customers
for campaigns. u

[An enterprise
data provisioning
platform] is the
cornerstone
to provide
the bank’s
360-degree
customer view.
MOK CHOE , SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
ARCHITECT, TD BANK
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Halton Regional Police Service
A DATA WAREHOUSE
AND BI software
AWARD WINNER MAKE A POLICE
DEPARTMENT MORE EFFICIENT.
BY BOB VIOLINO

| Implement
a BI platform to
extract value from
the data scattered
throughout the
organization.
OBJECTIVE

AT-A-

GLANCE

| The project
has provided insight into
service operations and
administration. Decisionmakers now consider data
when assessing options,
and organizational
projects require an
analytical component.

PAYBACK

| The success of
an analytics implementation requires support
from the highest levels
in the organization.
ADVICE

HEXAGON SAFETY & INFRASTRUCTURE

Data collected by HRPS patrol officers like constable Dan Jaworski and cadet Joseph
Dominelli is time-stamped and classified for later analysis.

L

IKE MANY law enforcement

agencies, the Halton Regional Police Service has been
collecting data on its activities for
years. But as is the case with most
such efforts, the data was ending
up in a “digital filing cabinet” — and

users couldn’t find anything unless
they knew exactly what they were
looking for.
So in 2014, the Toronto-area
police department created an analytics unit with a mandate to make
things more efficient. Operating like

a technology startup, the unit works
to promote a culture of data-driven
decision-making; it’s staffed with
data scientists, mathematicians,
programmers and police officers.
With help from Hexagon, the
HRPS built a data warehouse that
consolidated data sources and then
deployed the vendor’s business
intelligence software. Now, each
individual action performed by officers is time-stamped and classified
based on the nature of the activity.
Officer location and vehicle speed
are also tracked via GPS.
“The need to communicate the
goals and possibilities of a business
intelligence system to the entire
organization has been key to our
success,” says Joseph Glover, police
analytics coordinator at the HRPS.
“Unless people can believe in the
product, the solving of the technical
challenges doesn’t mean much.”
The unit analyzed activity data in
three-month increments and quarter over quarter to identify the busiest times for officers. Commanders
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then set up a schedule with overlapping 10-hour shifts to coincide with
peak activity. Once the new schedule was in place, the HRPS saw decreased wait times on pending calls
and a reduction in officer overload
during busy periods.
The analytics capabilities have
transformed the HRPS. “Employees throughout the organization,
from front-line officers to the senior executive, now factor data and
analysis into their decision-making,”
Glover says. “From officer deployment to crime analysis to civilian
staffing, analytics has influenced
every aspect of the service.”
As the organization continues to
gain experience using data resources, it’s discovering “the importance
of having a larger organizational
data strategy,” says inspector Derek
Davis. “We have recognized the
virtuous cycle that business process produces data, data produces
analysis, analysis leads to better decisions, and those decisions impact
business process.” u

ANDREAS FECHNER

Qiagen’s e-commerce team, which is made up of people from the company’s digital sales, marketing, business solutions,
digital service, analytics, content management and IT departments.

Qiagen

AN ANALYTICS
DATABASE COMBINES
AWARD WINNER MULTIPLE DATA
STREAMS AND SOURCES TO DRIVE
REVENUE. BY STACY COLLETT

L

IFE SCIENCE RESEARCH

and diagnostic company
Qiagen learned years
ago that younger scientists were increasingly digital
and weren’t interested in traditional sales methods, such
as on-site visits and in-per-

son meetings. The company
needed to reach its target audience in the digital world.
As part of its digital transformation, Venlo, Netherlandsbased Qiagen developed 10 new
tools, including one that it calls
the sales cockpit, an insight-
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| Give sales
teams data-driven
insights from growing
volumes of data.
OBJECTIVE

delivering app store.
As part of the efGLANCE fort, 10 data sources
and four new data
PAYBACK | The sales
cockpit has increased
streams were comsalesforce efficiency
bined into one analytics
by 30%. It is also the
database. Information
analytical foundation
found there includes
for a digital channel that
generates nearly 20% of
customers’ purchase hisQiagen’s global revenue.
tories, biotech domain
data, funding informaADVICE | Make sure
tion, published articles
you’re capturing only
relevant and highly
and crawled websites.
validated information.
With this data, “we
It’s important to have
know better what cusreputable sources with
tomers would like to
truly accurate data.
buy,” sometimes before
they do, says Florian Wegener, vice president and head of e-commerce at Qiagen.
The system can also identify funding and grants received
for academic research, which funds about half of Qiagen’s
business, says Mathew Anderson, head of e-commerce business solutions. “Being able to pull that grant data, overlay it
with our CRM tool, and understand where we can target”
upcoming research is very valuable, he says.
The sales cockpit has increased the efficiency of Qiagen’s
salesforce by 30%, and Wegener says the digital channel now
generates 20% of the company’s global revenue. u
AT-A-

A first impression
should be
made to last.
We use digital labor for a better
client onboarding experience.

Leveraging advanced technologies, KPMG
is transforming onboarding by integrating an
automated, streamlined approach that improves
the client experience every step of the way.
Learn more at KPMG.com/us/onboarding
KPMG is proud to be recognized by
Computerworld as a 2016 Data+ Editor’s
Choice Award winner.

Anticipate tomorrow. Deliver today.

Some of the services or offerings provided by KPMG LLP are not permissible for its audit clients or affiliates.
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University of Iowa
Hospitals and Clinics
PREDICTIVE
ANALYTICS PAIRED
AWARD WINNER WITH real-time
data HELPS LOWER THE RATE OF
SURGICAL INFECTIONS.
BY BOB VIOLINO

U N I V E R S I T Y O F I O WA H O S P I TA L S A N D C L I N I C S

S

URGICAL SITE INFECTIONS

represent a serious and growing problem for hospitals and
their patients. Recent data indicates
that in the U.S. alone, roughly one
out of every 20 patients admitted to
a hospital will end up with a hospitalacquired infection, with a total cost
of about $10 billion per year to the
healthcare industry.

Looking for a way to solve that
problem, University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics decided to see if using predictive analytics to drive realtime decision-making in operating
rooms could help lower the rate.
“Many factors determine whether or not a patient gets a surgical
site infection, including characteristics of the patient, their medical
history and the illness they’re being
treated for,” says Dr. John Cromwell,
associate chief medical officer and
director of surgical quality and safety at the organization.
One of the biggest factors is
what takes place during the operation itself, including real-time variables such as blood loss, duration of
surgery and the patient’s core temperature during surgery. “Unfortunately, across the healthcare industry, the use of predictive modeling
to address infections and rehospitalization has generally focused on
administrative data in nonsurgical
populations,” Cromwell says.
UI Hospitals and Clinics went a

| Use
predictive analytics
to reduce the occurrence of surgical site
infections during colon
surgery.
OBJECTIVE

AT-A-

GLANCE

| Achieved a
74% reduction in the
occurrence of infections
for patients undergoing
colorectal surgery during
the three-year period
ending December 2015.

PAYBACK

| Start your
initiative with a specific
question. One of the
most common mistakes
users make with analytics
projects is trying to do too
much.
ADVICE

step further by bringing predictive
analytics directly into the surgical
setting. It deployed an advanced
enterprise analytics platform from
Dell that made it possible to combine historical data with real-time
data from the operating room. u
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| Digitize
client onboarding
services in a
searchable format
to improve speed,
accuracy and quality.
OBJECTIVE

AT-A-

GLANCE

| Onboarding
is faster. In one case,
a 27-hour process was
shortened to 3.5 hours.

PAYBACK

| Don’t hide
big data in the basement. It’s not just a
cool tech project,
but a way to automate
many processes.
ADVICE

Members of the KPMG team: Eric Goldberg, director; Justin Giuliano, senior associate;
Binoy Palakkal, director; Michael Henry, principal; Taylor Peterson, intern; James Sawyers,
intern; Bryan Callahan, director.

KPMG

DATA MINING AND
ANALYTICS SPEED THE
AWARD WINNER CLIENT ONBOARDING
PROCESS. BY STACY COLLETT

KPMG

L

ARGE BANKS, insurance

companies and hedge
funds are all required
to gather reams of data
on their clients to determine
their risk and to meet regulatory requirements — a process
known as client onboarding.
The problem was, onboarding
typically required humans to

read and analyze sometimes
hundreds of thousands of
pages of documents, with little
room for error.
Professional services firm
KPMG was looking for a way to
automate the costly onboarding
process for its clients. Reports
needed to capture information
from SEC filings, blog entries,
social media, text messages and
other sources of structured and

unstructured data.
KPMG chose MarkLogic’s Enterprise NoSQL database to integrate, organize and mine customer data using semantics, text
analytics and visualization. “We
could take out 70% to 80% of the
human process, and because it’s
done by machine, it’s much more
consistent,” says Michael Henry,
general manager of global client
onboarding at KPMG.
Today, a commercial bank
that once spent 27 hours onboarding a medium-risk client
can now automate the process
and reduce the time to three
and a half hours. Tax classifications that would take a person
90 minutes to read and process
can now be completed in about
4 minutes, Henry says.
As human involvement in
the process declines, so too will
the number of errors in reports,
he predicts. “In 10 years, nobody will be doing this manually,” he says. u
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CPL Online data team members Ricardo Lommano, Kris Cummings, Emily Powers,
Andrew MacDonald and Sam Corri.

CPL Online W
BIG DATA TRANSFORMS
AN e-learning
AWARD WINNER business, DOUBLING
STAFF PRODUCTIVITY.
BY STACY COLLETT

CPL ONLINE

HEN CPL ONLINE

opened for business in
2010, it offered 20,000
interactive online courses on food
safety, health and safety, fire awareness and call centers. That number
grew to 35,000 courses in 2011 and
exploded to 160,000 by 2012.
When its SQL platform couldn’t
keep up anymore, CPL seized the
opportunity to transform its busi-

data to track user trends, spot suspicious activity (to help root out
cheaters) and identify the bestOBJECTIVE | Create a
performing employees. Heat mapsystem that could
ping shows how users work their
process vast amounts
AT-Aof data to spot trends,
GLANCE way through every mouse-click
provide customers
of a course and helps CPL Online
with useful analysis and
improve engagement and content.
support next-generation
“They know which areas are more
e-learning capabilities —
or less relevant or are attracting
with scalability for
future growth.
most of the focus from the users,”
says Flavio Villanustre, vice presiPAYBACK | Met expo
dent of technology at LexisNexis
nential growth re
Risk Solutions.
quirements, doubled
productivity.
Since going live with HPCC in
2014, CPL Online has delivered 4.5
ADVICE | Try not to get
million training sessions and expects
caught up in the initial
6 million sessions this year. Staff
budget or ROI. The
benefits from big data
productivity has reportedly doubled.
engineering tools can
The technology “is more than
transform a business,
the sum of its parts,” says David
so stick with it.
Dasher, managing director of CPL
Online. “We’re exceeding clients’
expectations because we’re doing
ness and deployed the HPCC Systhings they never thought were
tems platform, a high-performance
possible. We’re almost reforming
big data analytics system from
ourselves as a data engineering
LexisNexis Risk Solutions.
company.” u
CPL’s HPCC deployment uses
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Cerner population health and big data executives Bharat Sutariya,
Chris Murrish, Nathan Beyer, Ryan Brush and Leo Perez.

Cerner

A DATA ANALYTICS
PLATFORM ENABLES
AWARD WINNER THE EARLY DETECTION
OF BLOODSTREAM INFECTIONS.
BY BOB VIOLINO

C
CERNER

ERNER, a provider of

healthcare technology,
is putting big data and
analytics to work to get

a more complete picture of
people’s health and predict potentially life-threatening risks.
Cerner’s Enterprise Data
Hub, which uses a big data platform from Cloudera, brings
together data from an almost
unlimited number of sources.
By analyzing the petabytes of
data available to them, data
scientists can better understand
patients, conditions or trends.
They’re now better able to

determine, for example, the
probability of a bloodstream
infection, such as the early onset of sepsis. Cerner developed
what it calls the St. John sepsis
agent, a tool that uses an algorithmic approach to detect cases
of the infection. It’s deployed in
a cloud-hosted production system that actively monitors more
than 1 million patients daily,
says Bharat Sutariya, vice president and chief medical officer of
population health at Cerner.
The system generates alerts
that are integrated into the daily
workflow of care providers, enabling them to take immediate
action upon detection.
“The results have been nothing less than remarkable,” Sutariya says. “The enterprise
data hub handles scalability
and heterogeneous data in near
real time. With these capabilities today, we’ve helped clients
achieve results, such as reducing sepsis mortality by 21%.” u

| Use big
data management and
analytics to build a
more complete picture
of people’s health and
predict potential risks —
in this case detecting the
early onset of sepsis with
the St. John sepsis agent.
OBJECTIVE

AT-A-

GLANCE

| Saving
thousands of lives by
gaining the ability to monitor more than 1 million
patients in 440 hospitals
on a day-to-day basis.

PAYBACK

| Big data is just
data, unless it can be
used to derive intelligence, recommend actions and help carry out
those actions.
ADVICE
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Journal
Security Manager’s

SaaS Risks Now in Focus
Sometimes, security risks are hiding in
plain sight. BY MATHIAS THURMAN

applications that are configured
to restrict access by IP address.)
all in with software as a service
Employees love the conve(SaaS). In fact, only three major
nience, and IT has seen SaaS
applications live on our corpomigration reduce operational
rate network: our source code
overhead, speed up deployrepository, bug tracking system
ments, streamline
and departmental
FIND FULL COVERAGE of IT
integration and
fileshares. And most
security at computerworld.com/
category/security
minimize single
of our users don’t
points of failure. But
need those applicathere are drawbacks, especially
tions; they rely on another 90
from my security point of view.
or so applications that live on
The crux of the problem is
the internet and are available
that many of our employees
from anywhere in the world.
work remotely and don’t come
(There are a few exceptions, for

MY COMPANY is pretty much

into any of our offices, and since
they use SaaS applications, they
don’t need to establish VPN
connections to our network.
They only need an internet
connection. Left untethered for
long stretches of time, their PCs
aren’t backed up. That’s an invitation to trouble.

Ransomware a Threat

This hit home last week when
I was, in fact, at home, working remotely to prepare a presentation for top executives
on threats to the business. I
included some slides about
ransomware, and specifically
CryptoLocker. Currently the
most common form of ransomware, CryptoLocker encrypts
files on a victim’s hard drive
and demands a ransom in exchange for the decryption key.
There are many ways to thwart
ransomware, such as effective
patch management, robust endpoint antivirus protection and

Trouble
Ticket
At issue:
It’s possible for
many employees to do
their jobs anywhere,
without logging in to the
network. That’s trouble,
starting with the fact
that their PCs are never
backed up.
Action plan:
Find tools that
remove the security
holes but don’t interfere
with workers’ freedom.

user awareness training. But
one of the most effective measures is backing up PCs.
When you have a complete
backup for a PC that gets hit
by CryptoLocker, you can simply re-baseline the system and
restore files from the backup.
With that thought in mind as
I sat in my home office (a.k.a.
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the kitchen table), I decided
to open my Symantec Backup
Exec agent to check the status
of my local files. I found that
my files were in a “pending
network” status — not being
backed up. The reason was simple: I hadn’t been in the office,
using the corporate network,
and I hadn’t connected via VPN.
That’s unusual for me, but not
for much of our workforce.
I’m not claiming that this
was a particularly insightful
revelation. But sometimes,
things that should be obvious
only reveal themselves when
we’re able to focus on topics
that normally get overlooked.
Having finally seen this
truth, I couldn’t ignore it. And
ransomware isn’t the only cause
for concern. Lost or stolen laptops or crashed hard drives are
other risks.
And PCs that don’t talk to the
network on a regular basis have
other problems besides a lack of

backups. New domain policies
don’t get pushed to those PCs,
and we use group policy to enforce configuration policies, as
well as Microsoft’s System Center Configuration Management
(SCCM) to manage operating
system and some third-party
application patching. If the PC
never connects to the network,
SCCM is unable to properly
inventory the system or provide
metrics regarding compliance.
And you can’t rely on end
users to properly patch applications such as Java, Flash and
other risky Adobe applications.

No Visibility

What’s more, we can’t conduct periodic security scans of
PCs that don’t connect to the
network. I have a weekly Tenable Nessus job configured to
scan the DHCP address range
of PCs assigned to our corporate network. If a PC isn’t on
the network, I have no visibil-

ity. Worse, PCs that don’t get
scanned for long periods of
time and become infected or
compromised are a major threat
when they finally connect to
the network. That’s a good way
to propagate malware on the
network or give a bad actor access to the corporate network.
I was in the office the next
day, and my PC was backed
up and scanned soon enough.
But I know that many remote
workers are unlikely do the
same anytime soon. I talked to
the head of IT, who shares my
concerns. We plan to deploy
a robust endpoint-protection
solution that doesn’t rely on be-

ing connected to the corporate
network. We’re also looking
at either architecting our current environment or choosing
a cloud-based solution to manage PCs and security policies
regardless of where the PC is
located and will evaluate what
it will take to remove administrative privileges while still affording users the ability to work
wherever they happen to be. u
This week’s journal is written by
a real security manager, “MATHIAS
THURMAN,” whose name and employer have been disguised for
obvious reasons. Contact him at
mathias_thurman@yahoo.com.

Left untethered for long
stretches of time, employees’
PCs aren’t backed up very often.
That’s an invitation to trouble.
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CHECK OUT SHARKY’S BLOG, browse the Sharkives and sign up for home delivery.

But Would It Be a
Distributed DoS Attack?
BIG FINANCIAL TRADING FIRM uses this IT services company to manage a rack of servers near each of its markets.
“We were worldwide, so we had a rack in hosting centers in
Sydney, Hong Kong, Paris, Amsterdam and the U.S., plus one
more rack in our own headquarters data center,” says a pilot
fish working there. “We were evaluated by a potential client
that was very security-conscious. While the professional hosting centers met its security criteria, our offices did not. The
would-be client was worried
about a denial-of-service
attack caused by someone
circling around to the back
of our building and throwing a large rock through the
narrow second-story window of our machine room —
then following the rock with
a series of water balloons

H A L M AY F O R T H I L L U S T R AT I O N

to fully wet down and partially flood things. We did
not sign that client, but we
did give them high marks
for creativity.”

Walk-ins Welcome
A cooling pipe breaks in a
New York City telecom data
center, and this engineer
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Normally when I visit a data center, security guards stop me, check ID, call
the person I’m meeting and give me a visitor’s badge. Not here — I strolled in off
the street, poked my head into a few doors and found the customer’s facility.

pilot fish is dispatched to
inspect the equipment after
the flood. “It was raining, so
I wore my London Fog raincoat and fedora hat,” says
fish. “Normally when I visit a
data center, security guards
stop me, check ID, call the
person I’m meeting and give
me a visitor’s badge. Not
here — I strolled in off the
street, poked my head into
a few doors and found the
customer’s facility. Several
people were working but
no one took any notice of
me. It turned out this wasn’t
their first flood, and there
were plastic sheets in place
that did a pretty good job

of diverting the filthy water
from the equipment. The
feet of a few racks showed
dampness or rust, but I
couldn’t find signs of any
flooding in the comm gear.
My report stated that there
were unlikely to be any lingering problems from the
flood — but that the client
had a major physical security vulnerability that should
be addressed immediately.”

What Could
Be Easier?
This company rolls out a
unified purchasing portal
for all employee IT needs,
and that’s where this pilot

fish turns for a new laptop battery. But when he
searches on “battery,” he
gets no hits, so he submits
a trouble ticket. “A week
later, I got a message from
a help desk agent,” says
fish. “He said there is a way
to request a battery, but
he didn’t have any access
to the IT portal himself, so
he couldn’t give me any
details.” But fish doesn’t
give up, and eventually he
unearths the correct process: Clicking on “Modify
the workstation data,” then
typing his battery request
into a comments field for
the approver. That sounds

crazy, but fish follows the
procedure. “Then I followed
up with an email to the approver explaining what was
going on,” fish says. “I also
copied one of my colleagues
who I thought might know
more about this. He responded by saying that he
had a cache of replacement
batteries, and to resupply it
he just ordered them from
an external vendor.” u

of true
tales of IT life, send them to
Sharky — I’m at sharky@
computerworld.com. You’ll
snag a snazzy Shark shirt
every time I use one.
IF YOU HAVE A CACHE
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is a Computerworld
contributing editor and the author of
more than 35 books, including How the
Internet Works (Que, 2006).
PRESTON GRALLA

Where Clinton and Trump
Stand on Tech Issues
THIS PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

presents one of the clearest
choices in U.S. history between
two major-party candidates.
But one thing has been rarely
discussed: Where do the candidates stand on tech issues?
Whether it’s net neutrality,
investing in IT infrastructure,
building an educational pipeline of tech workers or privacy,
Donald Trump and Hillary
Clinton take very different approaches. It’s worth looking at
their stances on various issues.
Net neutrality: Let’s start with

net neutrality. For Clinton, it’s
straightforward. She supports
the FCC’s rulings in favor of net
neutrality.
Trump opposes the concept.
His primary statement on the
matter came in a tweet in which
he called President Obama’s
support of net neutrality an “attack on the internet.” His full
tweet is: “Obama’s attack on the
internet is another top-down
power grab. Net neutrality is
the Fairness Doctrine. Will target conservative media.”
FBI back doors: As for wheth-

er the government should be
allowed to force tech companies to give the FBI back doors
so the government can get access to people’s phones even
if they’re locked, Trump is for
it. In February of this year, he
called for a boycott of Apple
unless that company developed
software to allow the FBI to
break into the phone of the San
Bernardino mass shooter.
Clinton’s views are much
closer to Apple’s on the matter.
Her tech position paper says,
“Hillary rejects the false choice
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between privacy interests and
keeping Americans safe,” which
mirrors the stand of Apple CEO
Tim Cook. She favors setting up
a commission on encryption,
privacy and security to come
up with proposals for balancing
safety and privacy.
Tech infrastructure: Clinton
supports expanding broadband access and developing
next-generation mobile 5G
technology as part of her $275
billion plan for infrastructure
spending, which would also put
money toward roads, bridges,
airports and railways.
Trump hasn’t put out any
plans for increasing broadband
access. He has, however, recommended that the government
limit access to the internet in
some instances. Late last year,
he said that the government
should consider “closing that
internet” in order to stop Islamic jihadists from recruiting

people in the United States. He
said, “We’re losing a lot of people because of the internet. We
have to see Bill Gates and a lot
of different people that really
understand what’s happening.
We have to talk to them about,
maybe in certain areas, closing
that internet up in some ways.
Somebody will say, ‘Oh freedom
of speech, freedom of speech.’
These are foolish people.”
Tech education: When it
comes to making sure that
the U.S. provides a pipeline of
people with the skills to work in
the tech industry, Clinton has
a comprehensive plan that includes investments in computer science and STEM education
in the public schools, training
additional computer science
teachers and giving grants to
programs to retrain workers for
tech-related jobs.
Trump hasn’t said much
about tech education. Instead,

he would target what he believes are abuses of the H-1B
visa program.
Tech patents: Clinton supports the Obama administration’s efforts to curb patent troll
abuse. Trump hasn’t mentioned
the issue.
The gig economy: Clinton has
weighed in on how to protect
workers in the growing gig
economy in which people work
freelance or part time for companies such as Uber but don’t
have the protections and safety
net that are commonly enjoyed by people who work full

Whether it’s net neutrality,
investing in IT infrastructure or
building an educational pipeline
of tech workers, Donald Trump
and Hillary Clinton take very
different approaches.
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time for businesses. She wants
worker benefits to be portable
across gigs and supports the Affordable Care Act’s subsidizing
of people who don’t get health
insurance from an employer
and need help paying.
Trump hasn’t talked about
the gig economy and has vowed
to kill the Affordable Care Act.

Differing Relationships
With the Tech Industry

Trump has on occasion attacked
tech companies and threatened them or their founders.
For example, he has frequently
attacked Amazon founder Jeff
Bezos, claiming that he bought
The Washington Post in order to
curry favor with politicians. He
said that he’d target Amazon for
retribution if he became president: “Believe me, if I become
president, oh, do they have
problems. They’re going to have
such problems.” He has also

Trump has
attacked tech
companies
and
threatened
them or their
founders.
Clinton
hasn’t.
criticized Apple for building
its iPhones in China, promising that if elected, “I’m going to
get Apple to start making their
computers and their iPhones on
our land, not in China.”
Clinton, on the other hand,
hasn’t attacked or threatened
anyone in the tech industry, and
she has far more endorsements
from tech executives than
Trump does. Those who have
publicly endorsed her include
Sheryl Sandberg, chief operat-

ing officer of Facebook; Eric
Schmidt, executive chairman
of Alphabet; Reed Hastings,
founder and CEO of Netflix;
Drew Houston, founder and
CEO of Dropbox; David Karp,
founder and CEO of Tumblr;
Barry Diller, chairman and senior executive of IAC and Expedia; and many others. (Here’s a
partial list as of late June.) And
Clinton’s tech industry supporters include Republicans as well
as Democrats: She was recently
endorsed by Meg Whitman, the
CEO and president of Hewlett
Packard Enterprise, former
president and CEO of eBay,
and Republican candidate for
governor of California in 2010.
Trump’s only notable tech endorser has been Peter Thiel, cofounder of PayPal and Palantir
and a director at Facebook.
If you care about technology,
examine both candidates’ policies and vote accordingly. u
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